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Executive summary
Since 2006, the CDI-MDM Institute has semi-annually hosted in North America, Europe and
Asia-Pacific the world’s largest gathering of IT professionals focused specifically on customer
data integration (CDI), master data management (MDM), and data governance1. These soldout events offer MDM professionals and their business partners opportunities to: (1) create
and grow a strong network of data integration colleagues; (2) validate and further their
understanding of best practices and potential pitfalls; and, (3) stay current with the latest
research, trends and technologies.
In our meetings with the MDM implementation teams at these and other venues, we have
noted that the requirement for commercial MDM solutions to provide support for multiple types
of master data (“domains” or “entity types”) is increasingly on the minds of business
technologists at these large enterprises.
Specifically, the overarching concern is to avoiding “repaving the cow paths.” This occurs
when an IT group executes on a shortsighted strategy of mastering the master data in one
given business area with a specific brand of MDM solution and then discovers that another
division or line of business has chosen a different brand of MDM product (and architecture) to
solve their MDM issues. All too often these different product-specific MDM solutions do not
offer the capability of integrating master data “across” the great divide between “party” master
data (customers, suppliers, employees) and “product”.
Thus the goal of this CDI-MDM Institute MarketPulse™ white paper is to outline the
requirements for such capabilities while providing an industry road map that highlights the
planning assumptions necessary.
Summary findings of this white paper include:
•

Master data management has matured from “early adopter IT project” status to
become a mainstay “Global 5000 business strategy”

•

SOA -based master data management with multi-entity support is desired to manage
master data domains (customers, accounts, products, etc.) that have significant impact
on (and span across) the enterprises’ most important business processes – e.g.,
compliance, cross-sell/upsell, and customer service

•

Master data management is increasingly concerned with the notion of “multiples” –
multiple data domains, the multiple relationships among them, and the multiple usage
styles

•

Most vendors approach master data management from either specific usage/domain
pairing, or broad tool – e.g., a rudimentary data model and set of tools for data quality,
workflow, etc. to build out the enterprise’s own master data management infrastructure

2

The CDI-MDM Summit series takes place in San Francisco and New York in the U.S.; Frankfurt, London, and Madrid in
Europe; and Sydney in Asia-Pacific. In the U.S. there are 600+ attendees per event with 40+ exhibitors and 60+ speakers.
The non-U.S. events draw between 2-300 attendees and are also “sold out”.
2 SOA = Service-oriented architecture
1
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•

An example of customer-centric MDM hub evolution to include product/pricing master
hubs is the success story at Carlson Hotels Worldwide where greatly enhanced guest
identification processes via multi-faceted MDM (party/guest data employed in both
operational and analytical MDM usage styles) is broadening to include product mater
data such as “hotel configuration” master information for operational and analytical
applications

•

Conversely, an example of product-centric master data management evolution
broadening into master “party” data (customers and retailers) for build-to-order product
management and more effective marketing

Clearly, enterprise MDM is a major IT initiative being undertaken by a large number of the
market-leading Global 5000 size enterprises. Most enterprises and solutions vendors are
finding near-term success with the single-faceted approach inherent with the third generation
of MDM solutions. Increasingly, however, these same enterprises are determining that this
myopic strategy of focusing solely on a single data domain and usage style is detrimental to
the longer term business strategy of integrating supply, demand, and information chains
across both product intra- and extra-enterprise boundaries. Coming to market during 2007-08
are multi-entity MDM solutions which are characterized as the fourth generation of MDM
solutions which address the requirement for multiple domains and styles as well as the roles
of the consumers.
To help IT organizations and their business partners focus on the more desirable longer term
MDM strategy, vital issues that this white paper addresses include:
•

What is multi-entity MDM?

•

Why is multi-entity MDM considered “evolutionary” while domain-specific MDM
data marts viewed as “myopic”?

•

When will multi-entity MDM graduate from “early adopter IT project” to Global
5000 strategic business initiative?

•

Which use cases are most amenable to benefit from multi-entity MDM?

•

How does an organization plan for multi-entity MDM deployment?

The value of multi-entity MDM can be intuitively recognized in a range of business initiatives –
from short-term fixes to a narrow set of problems such as capturing customer privacy
preferences across product lines to long-term enterprise-wide initiatives to delivering
infrastructure agility by embracing SOA.
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Introduction to Multi-Entity MDM
During 2006-07, MDM solutions have matured from “early adopter IT projects” to become
“Global 5000 business strategies”. The industry consensus is that “multi-entity MDM” is a
software solution to concurrently manage multiple, diverse master data domains (customers,
accounts, products) across intra- and extra-enterprise business processes. Additionally,
enterprises are determining that master
Industry Terminology
data must be presented via multiple
Master
Data
Management (MDM). Authoritative,
views to accommodate the wide range
reliable
foundation
for data used across many
of data consuming and creating roles
applications and constituencies with the goal to
that exist across an organization. By
provide a single view of the truth no matter where it
centralizing the most critical master data
lies.
to a single trusted source, and
Multi-Entity MDM. An MDM solution to concurrently
managing this within the context of
manage multiple, diverse master data domains
(customers, accounts, products) across intra- and
governance-driven data lifecycle, multiextra-enterprise business processes. By centralizing
entity MDM provides flexible business
the most critical data to a single trusted source within a
process integration across multiple data
cohesive data lifecycle, multi-entity MDM provides
domains and usage types. Multi-entity
configurable process integration across multiple data
domains.
MDM solutions deliver such complex
and collaborative business processes
Customer Data Integration (CDI). Processes
and technologies for recognizing a customer and their
such as identifying the most valuable
relationships at any touch-point while aggregating,
customers, introducing new products
managing and harmonizing accurate, up-to-date
rapidly, crafting new product bundles
knowledge about that customer to deliver it ‘just in
more quickly, and managing threat and
time’ in an actionable form to touch-points.
fraud risk more effectively.
Data Governance (DG). Formal orchestration of
people, process, and technology to enable an
Global 5000 size businesses are rapidly
organization to leverage data as an enterprise asset.
ramping up plans to consolidate
Source: The CDI-MDM Institute
“master” data into data hubs using a
combination of off-the-shelf data hubs, EAI/EII/DQ toolkits, and even custom-built IT projects.
The current commercial off-the-shelf solutions available to enterprises are commonly
characterized as 3rd generation solutions.

What are the “vital signs” of a 3rd generation CDI-MDM solution? In our experience with
the CDI-MDM Institute Advisory Council membership, “type A” MDM project leadership within
very large scale IT organizations advise of these five “DNA markers” as good indicators:
1. SOA/shared services architecture evolving to “process hubs”.
Rather than re-invent the “data hubs” that are inherent within enterprise CRM and ERP
vendor solutions, savvy IT organizations understand that the real need is to centralize
and manage “business policies” such as pricing discounts, privacy preferences, etc. In
turn, this will require major attention by the vendors to such issues as business
process management/workflow API compatibility – i.e., BPEL compliance alone is not
enough to enforce BPM compatibility. See also “Dysfunctional Data Hubs - 2006-07
Strategic Planning Assumptions for CDI-MDM and Business Services” January 19,
2006.
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2. Sophisticated hierarchy management.
The management of data about organizational structures such as subsidiaries,
business units, and sales regions, etc. is a complex and costly endeavor for all
businesses but especially critical for businesses selling to other businesses. Because
it is difficult to "know" these complex customers and to consolidate information about
the business relationship, “hierarchy management” is fundamental to such CDI
business initiatives. CDI and MDM are inherently about managing the “relationships”
among parties such as customers and suppliers. While is somewhat reminiscent of
the OLAP data mart trends of years past (everyone creating their own slice of the data
with a drillable view based on their dimensional views), such “hierarchy-by-anarchy”
philosophy counters the basic premise of MDM wherein enterprises are looking to
capture, manage and leverage “standard” master data and relationships (hierarchies).
Nonetheless, it is vitally important that a 3G CDI-MDM solution support flex-hierarchies
to both manage relationships across data hubs (different ERP general ledgers for
example) as well as import and map to industry standard hierarchies such as D&B’s
DUNSRight legal entity hierarchies. See also “Customer Data Integration: MDM
Milestones, Part 2” March 2006 DM Review.
3. High availability identity management.
The essential identity matching and linking capability is necessarily high-RAS (reliable,
available, and scalable). This is because the ability to positively identify a customer,
for example, is critical in online financial services transactions. Another example
would be the initialization of a call center inquiry based on the inbound phone number
used to dip into an ANI database and determine the caller’s account number, credit
rating, next-best offer, etc. – all at speed-of-thought. In today’s increasingly 24x7x365
business climate, an enterprise cannot go offline for maintenance nor suffer outages
when it comes to identifying customers or suppliers – or when serving up pricing
policies, etc. A vital distinction is that this functionality is more than match/merge
capability as such identity matching capabilities must also materialize and match on
hierarchy and other relationship attributes.
4. Data governance-ready framework.
Every CDI-MDM vendor and consultancy seems to have gotten “data governance
religion” yet there remains the huge disconnect between methodologies and processes
with the actual CDI-MDM software that enforces such MDM policies. To be generous,
CDI-MDM solutions evaluators need to acknowledge this age old metadata problem
still challenges the software vendors, however, 2H2007 will see pressure on the mega
vendors to provide at least a “lite” methodology with integration to the underlying MDM
software stack given that such solutions will be offered from best-of-breed or 3rd party
vendors. See also “Corporate Data Governance - From De Rigueur to De Facto to De
Jure” November 2005 DM Review.
5. Registry, persisted, & hybrid architecture flexibility.
Architectural forms vary in terms of the amount of instantiation of master data –
varying from a fully virtual registry style cross reference index (e.g., web portal) to a
fully persisted physical data hub (e.g., enhanced operational data stores). More
common is the hybrid model which allows both in one solution to better support
operational, analytical and collaborative “use case” MDM styles.
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The following diagram illustrates the common components that further comprise the MDM
ecosystem of software required to deliver a robust business solution.
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Figure 1 – MDM Ecosystem Components

Strategic planning assumption: MDM convergence
Why “multi-entity MDM”? Why now? During 2007-08, “party” and “product” data
interdependencies will quickly broaden MDM requirements across data domains and the
relationships among them – i.e., from “customer” to “product” to “vendor”. See Figure 2 –
“The PARTY:PRODUCT Conundrum” for an overview of the attributes that are commonly
shared between “party” entity and “product” entity. Currently most MDM solutions vendors are
focused on one or the other major entity – hence our use of the descriptive term conundrum to
describe this riddle.
Most vendors approach MDM from either specific usage/domain pairing, or broad MDM tool –
e.g., rudimentary MDM data model and set of tools for data quality, workflow, etc. to build own
MDM product.
Currently, the mega vendors for the most part offer one center of gravity or the other. For
example, SAP offers a product-centric MDM solution with its “customer” model being the
product-centric view of “business partner” rather than the pure play B2B customer. Oracle on
the other hand has a native Product Information Management (PIM) Data Hub that does not
relate well to its counterpart Customer Data Hub, and also has from its Siebel acquisition a
Universal Product Manager solution that is a B2C customer-centric view of product (as seen
from the Siebel Universal Customer Master solution).
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IBM has taken the bold step of integrating both of its MDM acquisitions (DWL and Trigo)
during 2007-08 such that the data models, the SOA services, and underlying middleware all
share a common stack that enables both “party” and “product” to reside co-equally.

PARTY
Pricing
Authorized Products
Bundles
Cross-Reference
Hierarchies
Geographical Variants
Regional Variants

PRODUCT

Figure 2 – The PARTY:PRODUCT Conundrum

Additionally, the future MDM landscape will be influenced by these “multiples”:
•

Multiple data domains

•

Multiple relationships

•

Multiple usage styles – analytical, operational, and collaborative

•

Multiple views/roles of master data consumers including linkages between operational
data domains (e.g., using collaborative or analytical MDM to integrate the processes)

•

Multiple phases of implementation that are suited to the enterprise’s unique needs

Clearly, the future direction is to also grow all reference masters into operational masters,
e.g., pricing and location style masters into transactional support roles via operational,
analytical, and collaborative MDM linkages.
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Through 2008-09, Global 5000 enterprises will broaden their MDM business initiatives from
single use case, single entity to multi-style, multi-entity. By 2010-11, enterprises without a
long-term multi-entity MDM strategy run the ironic risk of building “MDM silos” which will need
to be patched/fused together via middleware – in effect, recreating the original MDM problem
associated with master data segregated and isolated within ERP and CRM instances.

Strategic

Evolutionary
MDM Data Marts
Pricing Policy Hub
Pricing Reference Master
CDI Hub
Location Master
Customer Registry
PIM Data Hub

Myopic

Entity-Specific
MDM Data Marts
Figure 3 – Myopic vs. Strategic MDM Road Map

4th generation MDM solutions
During 2008-09, both mega vendors and best-of-breed MDM vendors will not only have
embraced and delivered the five key 3G MDM capabilities but will also be well on their way to
the next generation of MDM solutions. These 4G solutions can be characterized as “full
spectrum” hubs due to their support for both structured and unstructured information.
Additionally, we expect to see greater emphasis on extreme “enterprise scalability” while
concurrently delivering “master data search” capability. The latter is a relatively new CDIMDM ecosystem category furthering the utilization and ROI of such enterprise information
management (EIM) by incorporating “search” for both structured and unstructured info across
a variety of applications such as catalog management, deep web search, and enterprise
search.
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Our five key “DNA markers” for 4th generation MDM solutions focus on:
1. Multi-entity MDM.
An MDM solution will need to concurrently manage multiple, diverse master data
domains (customers, accounts, products, etc.) across intra- and extra-enterprise
business processes. Moreover, a 4G solution will provide the capability to expand on
relationships among entities – i.e., evolve from the 3G requirement of a single primary
data domain and other supporting domains into becoming the system of record for
multiple data domains and relationships among them.
2. Multiple “use case” styles.
4G MDM solutions should support all users and usage requirements for master data –
e.g., different functions to define and create data (collaborative), use and maintain
(operational), and derive insight (analytical). Additionally, this implies multiple
deployment capabilities including the ability to start as an index for one domain and
grow into full multi-entity over time.
3. Process/policy hub architecture.
Clearly, BPM workflows are critical to achieve value from MDM and to ensure that the
outcome of such data governance infrastructure is actually orchestrated across
business units and master data hubs. Just as clearly, there are major ROI and other
benefits from centrally managing such policies within a single trusted policy/process
hub. In short, 4G MDM will support the linkage of MDM styles into the actual business
processes.
4. Integrated data governance.
While relentless near term business drivers (such as compliance in Financial Services)
are now requiring enterprises to institutionalize data governance, the longer term goal
is to integrate, measure and manage data governance metrics within the context of the
master data lifecycle. Clearly, effective data governance is integral to delivering
reliable and usable MDM to develop master data as a corporate asset.
5. Enterprise search & support for unstructured info.
During 2008-09, semantically-enabled metadata will enable “search” for both
structured and unstructured information across a variety of applications such as
catalog management and deep web search, and enterprise search. By 2009-10,
enterprise semantics and SOA-enabled data services will further provide the
technology foundation for policy hub. While the majority of contemporary MDM
solutions focus on the structured data held in CRM and ERP applications, the reality is
that a plethora of valuable customer, product, supplier, employee, etc. information
resides in what is characterized as “unstructured” information, e.g., emails, instant
message log files, voicemails, etc. To provide a robust “universal customer view”,
etc., it is clearly desirable to incorporate these valuable information sources as part of
the composite view.
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Carlson Hotels Worldwide:
Customer-centric evolution to multi-entity MDM
Carlson Companies is a global leader in the marketing, travel, and hospitality industries.
Ranked among the largest privately held corporations in the United States, Carlson
Companies is based in Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA. Carlson-related brands and services
employ about 171,000 people in more than 150 countries.
Carlson Hotels Worldwide is one of the major operating groups of Carlson Companies; other
names among the Carlson family of brands and services are: Regent Seven Seas Cruises,
Carlson Marketing, Carlson Wagonlit Travel, Results Travel, Cruise Holidays, T.G.I. Friday’s
and Pick Up Stix restaurants. Carlson Hotels is focused on delivering high value and quality
for business and leisure travelers with more than 920 hotels and resorts in 69 countries. Hotel
operations are organized into three key global theatres including The Americas; Asia-Pacific;
and Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA). Primary brands are: Regent International
Hotels; Park Plaza Hotels and Resorts; Country Inns and Suites; Park Inn; and, Radisson
Hotels & Resorts.
This conglomerate recently further evolved their convergence strategy by deploying a single
“guest” ID for all their lines of business. IBM’s WebSphere Customer Center (WCC) product
is a “customer data hub” solution that has had previous large scale success in Banking and
Insurance industries under the former product name “DWL Customer”. While the business
case for this strategic investment in MDM did not initially focus on cost justification, the
business leadership has found substantial cost reduction in software license consolidation.
Additionally, peak match/merge rate was a consideration given that such customer data
management capability becomes mission critical as it is woven into the fabric of the business’s
core enterprise applications. Because the MDM solution is responsible for the provisioning of
customer data and customer business processes across all channels, it represents a critical
single point of failure.
One of the prime requirements was the need for a “householding view” of guest master data
to boost customer service levels, cross selling opportunities, and to reduce certain operational
costs associated with insufficient data quality controls. Examples of business problems due to
lack of master data management:
•

Capturing correct and up-to-date guest data proved difficult as it could hinder the
speed of customer service – i.e., reservation or check-in/out

•

Sparse guest data was being captured across multiple hotel brands; while marketing
wanted to grow its loyalty programs, it could not accurately identify and segment
customers across multiple databases

•

Operations wanted to know the number of guests opting for premium mattresses, but
with disparate system coding it was impossible

•

No single source of guest profile data existed across hotel brands, which in turn limited
cross selling/upselling opportunities

•

A degree of duplication between property management systems and the central
reservation system also potentially impacted customer service levels as well as yield
management of room inventory
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Carlson’s competitors are known to be implementing MDM-oriented solutions; additionally,
Carlson needs to be more flexible, agile and adaptable in evolving the business to grown with
market expectations in product quality and customer service levels.
Thanks to the “Holistic View of the Guest” and greatly improved guest identification enabled
by IBM WCC, Carlson now benefits from:
•

Single source for profile information at all guest touch points

•

Enterprise-wide access to guest insight data and preferences

•

360° view of activity at guest touch points

•

Enhanced cross-selling – e.g., ability to provide marketing offers at guest touch points.

IBM WCC also serves as a stepping stone into the next generation of IT architectures
collectively termed Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) for the enterprise operational,
analytical and collaborative MDM use case requirements. As a major accelerator, IBM WCC
provided a Business Service library of 500+ services for the Service Application Layer and a
robust data model for storing master customer data.
The next major MDM upgrade for this strategic initiative is to evolve the MDM infrastructure to
include hotel operations data. Carlson’s plan is to broaden its MDM scope to incorporate
“Hotel Configuration” (info on number of floors, rooms per floor, restaurants, etc.) as master
data.
Clearly, MDM is considered a success at this major hospitality provider as it is the enabler of
key next-generation customer service and marketing capabilities.

Panasonic Europe:
Product-centric evolution to multi-entity MDM
Panasonic is one of the world’s leading consumer electronics manufacturers with presence in
every major country. The company began its European operations in 1962 in Hamburg,
Germany. Today, Panasonic employs 13,000 people in Europe in manufacturing, sales
research, development and support functions. About 60 percent of Panasonic products sold
in Europe are also manufactured there. Sales in Europe are in excess of $10B.
In Europe's consumer electronics market, Panasonic Europe and its competitors are
constantly updating product offerings due to changing technologies. With such fierce
competition and short product lifecycles, Panasonic's level of success greatly depends on how
quickly it can market new products. New product information must be quickly and accurately
distributed to regional sales and marketing teams located in every country in Europe, with
translations in every European language. However, the company was manually collecting
product specifications from the factory and sending them out for translation and validation by
e-mail, slowing the distribution process. To remain competitive, Panasonic needed to speed
the distribution of product data to its regional sales and marketing teams.
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Historically, when one of Panasonic's global factories began manufacturing a new product, the
related product information – including low-resolution and high-resolution pictures and
manuals in different languages – was sent to European marketing departments as Microsoft
Excel data. The marketing people would then have to enrich, translate and distribute this
information to the sales force manually. There were a number of issues with this scenario.
The translating process, for example, was extremely cumbersome. For each new product,
marketing staff would have to send product information to translation companies via e-mail,
receive the translated copy back in an e-mail, and then cut and paste all of this information
back into the Excel spreadsheets, the Panasonic Web site, the company's SAP application
and a number of other applications. Taking into consideration the sheer volume of products
Panasonic creates, along with the number of languages spoken in Europe, the colossal nature
of this process is clear.
In order to remain competitive in the consumer electronics industry, Panasonic Europe
needed to find a more effective way to create consistent, complete information about its
products and a better way to distribute product information to customers, dealers and Web
sites.
To address this need, Panasonic Europe selected a solution based on IBM WebSphere
Product Center (WPC) software. WPC integrates with a content management system to
create an infrastructure that effectively supports Panasonic’s end-to-end enterprise content
management processes. With WPC, Panasonic is able to streamline its information gathering
and distribution process. WPC is a product information management (PIM) data hub solution
which manages the process of creating, enhancing, and distributing product information to
Panasonic's customers, dealers, Web sites and other applications. This has removed a lot of
the manual element of the product information management process.
With the new solution, manufacturing plants input information directly into the MDM system or
it can be imported from SAP, i2 and other Panasonic applications. Product Managers have
final approval and then the workflow sends it out to the agencies for translations. The
translations need further approvals and then the information is ready for release. Only new
information is sent for translation and all existing material reused. Panasonic can now
simultaneously release the information to their e-Commerce web sites, print catalog
production department and their price change notification process. The system is designed to
handle in excess of 3 million SKUs. The information sent out includes product specifications,
images, information for publicity, key features to highlight and supporting sales information like
manuals and technical documents.
This MDM solution gives Panasonic Europe a scalable and flexible tool with integrated
workflow capabilities. This helps Panasonic achieve global simultaneous product launches;
correct information for catalogs and advertising; faster price change notifications; and better
POS integration. In terms of tangible gains, the MDM solution helps reduce the time for
creating and maintaining product information by up to 10% and also reducing data entry errors
from 5% to 0.1 %. As a result, Panasonic Europe expects to save about 5 million per year.
Panasonic’s external partners will also reduce their costs by roughly 25%. Additionally, by
improving speed to market, Panasonic now has 2 extra weeks for sales of new items which
will result in a three and a half percent increase in revenue.
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The longer term MDM goal is to “integrate the customer into the process”. This MDM-aligned
customer focus will include:
•

Business shift
o Move from traditional “after sales“ to total relationship
o

•

Speed of technological advance demands customer focus

Process improvement
o
o

Streamline business processes by eliminating manual work
Reduce costs by centralizing the management of customer data

With its single domain of product master data, Panasonic has now achieved global
simultaneous product launches, correct information for catalogs and advertising, faster
price change notifications and better Point of Sale (POS) integration. As Panasonic
moves more into build-to-order (B2O), the plan is to expand the MDM strategy into multi-entity
MDM and to embrace customer, retailer and other domains. This will enable Panasonic to
support key retailers within and across national markets while providing B2O consumer
products via a lifecycle-oriented “total process” that will enable Panasonic to:
•

Engage with customer – support through all touchpoints

•

Integrate all processes with the master data hubs

•

Link retail channels with consumer data

•

Provide identity, build community, and promote brand

Going forward, Panasonic intend to use their PIM data hub system as a foundation for their
future Global Data Synchronization (GDS); RFID and recycling (WEEE component level
mandates) initiatives. For example, the EU directive on WEEE places an obligation on the
producers to take back “end-of-life” or waste products in an effort to reduce the amount of
waste going to landfills. Multi-entity MDM will be a key technology initiative within their overall
strategy to “align the master data”.
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Conclusion
With a 4th generation MDM platform, an enterprise will be better able to:
•

Identify and provide differentiated service to its most valuable customers via their
relationships (households, hierarchies); also cross-sell and upsell additional products
to these customers

•

Introduce new products and product bundles more quickly across more channels to
reduce the cost of New Product Introduction (NPI)

•

Provide improved enterprise-wide transparency across customers, distributors,
suppliers, and products to better support regulatory compliance processes

This CDI-MDM Institute MarketPulse™ white paper has highlighted some of the most
representative experiences and lessons learned concerning the evolution towards and the
business for multi-entity MDM.
To summarize these as prescriptions, the CDI-MDM Institute recommends that Global 5000
size enterprises:
•

Promote MDM as essential business strategy with IT deliverables to leverage highvalue info used repeatedly across many business processes

•

Position MDM as enabler of key business activities such as improving customer
communication and reporting – rather than an important infrastructure upgrade

•

Begin MDM projects focused on either customer-centricity or product/service
optimization

•

Plan for multi-entity MDM solutions evolving from “early adopter” status into
“competitive business strategy”

•

Insist on MDM software capable of evolving to multiple usage styles and data domains
(“multi-entity MDM”)

The value of multi-entity MDM can be intuitively recognized in a range of business initiatives –
from short-term fixes to a narrow set of problems such as capturing customer privacy
preferences across product lines to long-term enterprise-wide initiatives to delivering
infrastructure agility by embracing SOA.
Clearly enterprises must plan now to realize economic value and competitive differentiation
via multi-entity MDM during the next 2-5 years. The evaluation process of such an enterprise
MDM solution needs to accommodate the reality that such infrastructure is “mission-critical”.
Aaron Zornes is chief research officer of the CDI-MDM Institute. For additional info on this
topic or other CDI-MDM Institute offerings, please contact info@the-CDI-MDM-Institute.com.
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For more information
To learn more about applying master data management to achieve competitive advantage, send an
email to: mdm@tcdii.com or visit: www.the-CDI-MDM-Institute.com.

About the CDI-MDM Institute
Aaron Zornes is chief research officer of the CDI-MDM Institute. For additional info on this topic or
other CDI-MDM Institute offerings, please contact info@the-CDI-MDM-Institute.com.
To provide feedback on our client's CDI-MDM initiatives we have two levels of sponsorship for IT
organizations: (1) free membership (by invitation) in our CDI-MDM Institute Advisory Council providing
unlimited CDI-MDM consultation by phone, and (2) free membership in our CDI-MDM Institute Business
Council (survey base) which provides bi-weekly updates on key CDI-MDM trends and issues via an
email newsletter.
•

CDI-MDM Advisory Council™ of fifty organizations who receive unlimited CDI-MDM advice
to key individuals, e.g. CTOs, CIOs, enterprise architects, and CDI-MDM project leads.

•

CDI-MDM Business Council™ of 4,500+ Global 5000 IT executives who receive a limited
distribution, bi-weekly newsletter with CDI-MDM industry updates.

•

CDI-MDM Alert™ bi-weekly newsletter provides IT organizations, CDI-MDM vendors, and
investors hard-hitting insights into best practices as well as market observations derived from
interactions with the CDI-MDM Advisory Council™ and the CDI-MDM Business
Council™. Initially free to qualified individuals, the CDI-MDM Alert™ is expected to become
a fee-based product 1H2008. The intended audience includes: enterprise architects, CDI-MDM
project managers, CIOs, CISOs, CTOs, chief customer officers, chief privacy officers, data
quality managers, data stewards, and project teams responsible for CDI-MDM solutions and
infrastructure.

•

CDI-MDM MarketPulse™ monthly survey results, e.g. budgets, success/failure rates,
mindshare based on ongoing surveys of the CDI-MDM Advisory Council and the CDI-MDM
Business Council.

•

CDI-MDM Fast Track™ quarterly 1-day workshop – fee-based and rotating through the
major North American, European and Asia-Pacific metropolitan areas.

•

CDI-MDM SUMMIT™ quarterly 3-day conference and exposition – rotating through east and
west coast North America, Frankfurt, London, Madrid, and Sydney.
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